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The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s (OECD) 
“BEPS 2.0” initiative with the OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework agreement seeks 
to modernize the global tax system. With the OECD’s release of new consulting 
documents on profit reallocation (known as Amount A under Pillar One) 
and the model rules and commentary on the global minimum tax measures 
(known as Top-up Tax under Pillar Two), changes in the global tax landscape 
may be inevitable.

The outcome of these impending changes may present you with a new set of pressures and priorities. 
KPMG LLP (KPMG) International Tax professionals, working with professionals across the global 
organization of KPMG member firms, can help you address these challenges using the KPMG BEPS 2.0 
Model, a proprietary modeling tool integrated with the KPMG Digital Gateway.

KPMG BEPS 2.0 Model integrated with KPMG Digital Gateway

Effective tax rate assessment, data gap 
analysis, and scenario planning

BEPS 2.0 – Initial 
assessment

Getting started — Initial assessment
Key to determining your organization’s approach to BEPS 2.0 challenges is understanding the potential 
impact of the proposals. The effect on your organization can be assessed in two primary ways:

• First, understanding the cash tax impact on your organization over time:
The application of the Pillars One and Two policy and rules often yields unexpected and 
nonintuitive results and having no Amount A or Top-up Tax in any given year is not a clear 
indication that an Amount A or Top-up Tax liability may not be possible in another year. It is also 
important to consider current and future transactions as well as any in-flight business or tax 
plans.

• Second, identifying the data and process gaps that need to be addressed to reach 
provision and compliance-level readiness:
Pillar Two proposals target an effective date of December 31, 2023. If enacted, then tax 
provisions in 2024 would have to account for the impact of the new rules and a substantial 
information return under Pillar Two would need to be filed by 2026. Tax authorities of local 
jurisdictions may also introduce new local filing requirements to deal with the requirements of 
any new legislation and collect any tax due.

Using the KPMG BEPS 2.0 Model, KPMG professionals can support you in addressing both impacts by 
doing an initial assessment of three to five of your most material jurisdictions. The results of this initial 
assessment can support a robust estimate of any Amount A or Top-up Tax liability should Pillar One or 
Pillar Two be enacted and identify data and process gaps for provision and compliance.

https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2020/04/kpmg-digital-gateway.html
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Case study
A large multinational with operations in many countries contacted its KPMG advisers to understand the 
potential impact of BEPS 2.0. Two significant areas of concern were identified: (1) material deferred tax 
assets would become worthless and (2) the extent of the Pillar Two impact on the existing operating model 
was unknown. Through scenario analyses, the company was able to identify the “tipping point” of the 
profit reallocation formula that would cause significant tax attributes to expire unutilized. Further, intragroup 
payments were identified as subject to a “top-up” tax, which could apply even if BEPS 2.0 fails as a globally 
coordinated measure. Such outcomes would lead to a significantly higher effective tax rate and raise questions 
of how to value existing deferred tax assets.

Armed with these insights, the company was able to communicate to its Board and executive teams the 
financial risks these proposals could entail, the likelihood of these risks materializing, and high-level insights 
on the necessary evolutions to their structure to be fully compliant with a future BEPS 2.0 regime.

Sample single-year tax waterfall chart Sample single-year Pillar Two summary

Sample initial assessment outputs

The output from an initial assessment will provide a high-level analysis that can enable conversations 
with other stakeholders and facilitate preparation for BEPS 2.0 developments.

Sample multiyear, multiscenario tax comparison
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Sample KPMG Digital Gateway Dashboard Sample Pillar Two data gap assessment

 

KPMG BEPS 2.0 Model
The KPMG BEPS 2.0 Model is designed to support planning, provision, and compliance. The model is 
maintained and updated by a global team and expects to include features such as client access, pro-
forma Pillar Two Global Anti-Abuse Erosion (GloBE) information returns, and integration with the KPMG 
international tax reform analyzer (ITRA). The model also supports custom reporting and high-impact 
visualizations on KPMG Digital Gateway, a single platform solution that gives you access to the full 
suite of KPMG tax technologies you use.

KPMG BEPS 2.0 Model benefits include:

Evaluates cash tax and effective tax rate. The model calculates multiyear cash tax and effective tax rate 
impacts of both pillars, considering various possible combinations of different proposals.

Includes toggle functionality. A toggle dashboard allows flexible modeling based on different tax rules, 
allocation keys, and other parameters of the constantly evolving proposals. 

Is a scalable solution for both initial adde assessment and in-depth modeling. The model is scalable 
with available time and data and is able to deliver both high-level and detailed results.

Provides summaries of quantitative results. Detailed quantitative results assist in understanding the 
effects of the proposals on business operations at all levels.

Provides summary reports and visualizations. The model delivers online visualizations, including the 
ability to view and compare scenarios for multiple years and jurisdictions, accessible directly by client end 
users through KPMG Digital Gateway that allows tax teams to glean insights and better communicate with 
C-suite executives, audit committees, and other stakeholders.

Helps identify necessary restructuring work. The modeling results and analytics identify potential, 
proactive responses to tax changes from the proposals’ new rules.

Helps inform policy advocacy. Scenario comparison capabilities identify the key components of the 
proposed rules that may most significantly affect your business and inform an effective strategy to 
respond to policymakers.

Supports critical data and process gap analysis. With every data point needed for compliance 
reporting captured in the model, an accurate assessment of open data and process gaps is possible.

Next steps 
Every organization is unique. Every tax function is, too. With the help of KPMG BEPS 2.0 Model, KPMG professionals are 
here to support you in accomplishing your organization’s goals. Continue the conversation by contacting us for an initial 
assessment today and get started in just an hour.

Together, let’s prepare for the future of tax.



kpmg.com/socialmedia

Some or all of the services described herein may 
not be permissible for KPMG audit clients and their 
affiliates or related entities.

The information contained herein is not intended to be “written advice concerning 
one or more Federal tax matters” subject to the requirements of section 10.37(a)(2) of 
Treasury Department Circular 230.

The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that 
are subject to change. Applicability of the information to specific situations should be 
determined through consultation with your tax adviser.

KPMG LLP does not provide legal services.
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